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Dr. Wabl was a cofounder and managing partner of
Picobella, LLC, and a co-founder of Sagres Discovery,
Inc. (now Novartis), where he served as President
and Chair of the Scientific Advisory Board. He has
been a member of the NIH, Small Business Innovative
Research Study Section, and an advisor to numerous
biotechnology companies and to the FDA. He is
also a Professor of Microbiology and Immunology at
the University of California at San Francisco (UCSF)
where he has been researching the generation of
antibody diversity and the basis of autoimmunity for
over 20 years. He received his Ph.D. from the MaxPlanck Institute in Berlin.

Dr. Esposito obtained her Ph.D. in Genetics and
Molecular Biology at the University of Rome “La
Sapienza”. During this period she worked extensively
in antibody engineering and development of
therapeutic antibodies against viral infections. She
completed her postdoctoral training in Cologne,
Germany, where she later became an Investigator.
The major focus of her research was on lymphocyte
development and antibody maturation. She
moved from academia to the pharmaceutical
company Organon, where she led an in vivo drug
target validation group. Later she joined Taconic,
where she established and led the Scientific
Project Management and Sales Team with global
responsibility for the Custom Model Generation

Dr. Meininger was most recently Senior Vice
President, Corporate Development with OncoSec
Medical after serving as Executive Director, Business
Development & Licensing with Merck where he
had global responsibility for biologics technologies
as a member of the West Coast Innovation Hub.
He previously managed biologic lead generation
at Merck where his team progressed several
immuno-oncology and other programs to clinical
development. He also contributed as a core team
member on multiple programs from discovery
through the clinic at Amgen after completing his
postdoc in Protein Engineering at Genentech. Dr.
Meininger received his Ph.D. from UCSD and his MBA
from The University of Washington.

Dr. Burrows received his Ph.D. from the University of
Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) and did postdoctoral
research at the Max-Planck Institute in Tübingen,
Germany. He then joined the UAB faculty and became
Professor in the Department of Microbiology. He has
been studying the molecular and cellular biology of B
cell development and function for more than 30 years
and continues his research as Professor Emeritus.
He has been Associate Editor of Autoimmunity and
the Journal of Immunology, member of the NIH
Immunology Fellowships and AREA Study Section,
Scientific Advisor, RIKEN Research Center for Allergy
and Immunology in Japan, a recipient of the UAB
President’s Award for Excellence in Teaching and the
Tokyo University of Science President’s Award.
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mAbs approved for human use

BACKGROUNDER

antibodies in phase III human clinical trials

The monoclonal antibody (mAb) is now the top selling modality amongst biologic
drugs with the therapeutic antibody market expected to reach $125 billion by 2020
(Ecker et al., 2015). Of the nearly 60 mAbs approved for human use as of 2016,
29% were derived from transgenic mice engineered to express human antibody
repertoires while 39% were engineered from parental rodent sequences to mimic
human sequences (were “humanized”) and 6% were derived from phage display
techniques (TABS database). The percentage of antibodies in phase III human
clinical trials derived from human transgenic mice increases to 39%, humanized
antibodies to 42% and phage antibodies to 11%. This clear trend favoring transgenic
mice as the preferred platform for therapeutic antibody discovery increases with
earlier clinical phase such that the majority of marketed antibody products is likely
to be of transgenic mouse origin within the next 10-15 years.
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First generation transgenic mice such as those developed by pioneers in the field
are limited by being significantly immunocompromised compared to wild-type
mice: These mice are unable to mount robust immune responses to target antigens
and so fail to generate complete therapeutic candidate antibody repertoires. They

also contain varying subsets of the total human antibody heavy and light chain
complement and so are further limited in the theoretical diversity of antibody
sequences they can produce. Next generation transgenic solutions either remain
limited in the extent of genetically encoded human immunoglobulin (Ig) repertoire
or otherwise fail to recapitulate native human antibody responses.
By contrast, the Trianni Mouse is the only available solution suffering from none of
these drawbacks; it carries extensively engineered versions of all three antibodyencoding genetic loci (Heavy, Kappa and Lambda) designed in silico to generate
optimized fully-human antibody responses to target antigens. In the Trianni Mouse,
mouse Ig exons of the variable (V) gene segments are replaced by human exons, but
regulatory and other elements remain of murine origin. The corresponding V gene
segments are neither human nor mouse, but are rather chimeric while V regions of
antibodies expressed by the mice are entirely human. Trianni mice make antibodies
just like humans – a high-end solution for anyone interested in discovering
therapeutic monoclonal antibodies.
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TRIANNI Mouse Characteristics
• N
 ovel chimeric antibody gene segments
comprised of human coding sequences
combined with mouse regulatory
genomic sequences;
• E
 xpression of a full repertoire of human
heavy and light chain variable domains;
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• M
 ultiple enhancements to antibody gene
segments improve V(D)J recombination
and expression;
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• R
 etention of all mouse constant
domain exons;

• T
 wo designs for the Lambda allele, both
of which are fully capable of expressing
Lambda light chains;
• D
 esigns allow for facile future
modifications to loci;
• N
 ormal genomic [V(D)J] rearrangement in
developing B cells;
• Normal B cell development;
• Normal immune responses; and
• Somatic hypermutation.
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FIELD OF INTEREST

MAIN ACTIVITY

TRUSTED RELATIONSHIPS, FLEXIBLE BUSINESS TERMS

BIOLOGY
Biotechnology
Cancer Research
Drug Discovery
Microbiology
Immunology

Applied Research
Basic Research

Trianni focuses solely on helping discovery partners advance their pipelines faster.

MEDICINE
Endocrinology
Infectious Diseases
Oncology
Ophthalmology
Respiratory Medicine
Rheumatology

Trianni:

INDUSTRIES

• Works with discovery partners to define optimum, affordable terms

Biotech
Biotechnology
Pharma
Pharmaceutical Company
Research Institute
Academia

• Provides expert knowledge and assistance as needed

• Allows partners to get mice directly or use a Preferred Contract Research Organization
• Remains accessible throughout every project
Trianni is actively seeking to partner with companies interested in licensing the TRIANNI Mouse Platform for
the development of their own therapeutic monoclonal antibodies.
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